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RBNZ hikes by 50 but light on forward guidance 
 

• The RBNZ hiked the OCR by 50bps to 1.50% but was light on future guidance.  

• The motivation to move rates swiftly was to use a least regrets approach to quickly move the OCR closer to circa 

2% neutral levels to reduce the risk of higher inflation becoming embedded. 

• We have revised up our OCR forecast view and now expect a 50bp hike in May, followed by a sequence of 25bp 

hikes to a 3.25% OCR peak this cycle. Pre-emptive OCR hikes will reduce the need for hikes further down the 

track. 

Our take 

It was clear that the OCR needed to go up, but views were split on how much. The RBNZ hiked by 50bps citing the 

least regrets motivation, with a ‘stitch in time’ approach needed to best maintain price stability and support maximum 

sustainable employment.  The RBNZ are clearly worried about the (upwardly revised) near-term inflation outlook and 

the risk that inflation expectations stray from the inflation target.  Importantly, however, the RBNZ did not employ 

forward guidance on future OCR levels, with the Bank also concerned over the global outlook and noting the 

tightening in NZ financial conditions of late and in the pipeline. We have changed our OCR outlook and expect the 

RBNZ to swiftly move the OCR to circa 2% neutral levels in May (i.e. 50bp hike), followed by a sequence of 25bp hikes 

to a 3.25% OCR peak this cycle. 

 

OCR hikes by 50 and cites least regret’s view  

In what was a balanced and forthright announcement, the RBNZ hiked the OCR by 50bps to 1.50%. The RBNZ cited 

their ‘Least Regrets’ policy approach as justification for moving the OCR by more now, rather than later. The goal is 

to head off rising inflation expectations and minimise any unnecessary volatility in output, interest rates, and the 

exchange rate in the future.  

The RBNZ was clearly troubled over the inflation outlook. The policy assessment acknowledged that the RBNZ has 

revised up their inflation outlook, with annual consumer price inflation expected to peak “around 7% in the first half 

of 2022”. Moreover, with the RBNZ acknowledging that the risk of persistent high inflation expectations has increased. 

What’s more, the NZ labour market has remained tight, with employment deemed to be above its maximum 

sustainable level and labour shortages impacting many businesses. Moreover, the RBNZ alluded to the risk of net 

immigration inflows remaining weak, which will keep the NZ labour market tight but stymie growth. 

Moreover, the RBNZ judged that with market pricing factoring in decent odds of a 50bp hike (43bps was priced in) 

this “stitch in time” should not unduly ruffle markets. What’s more MPC members agreed that a larger rise in the 

OCR now is consistent with the forward path for interest rates outlined in their February Statement. 
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No explicit bias in future OCR moves signalled 

Of interest was whether the RBNZ would choose to signal that the 50bp hike was the start of a protracted tightening 

cycle. Perhaps mindful of the sizeable rise in NZ yields and tightening in financial conditions since the February MPS, 

the RBNZ did not do that. The RBNZ did not convey an explicit tightening bias short of the obvious concerns around 

the inflation outlook. This looks to be the right approach in that it has prevented markets overshooting with a modest 

pullback in yields post-statement. 

The RBNZ also deemed that a 50bp now rather than later actually increased optionality in light of the highly 

uncertain global economic environment. Clearly the global outlook is troubling the RBNZ – slowing global growth, 

heightened uncertainty, COVID-19, geopolitical tensions, looming global monetary tightening - and raising rates closer 

to neutral settings now will provide scope to cut then in future if need be. 

We have revised up our OCR track 

After hiking by 50bps in February, we now expect another 50bps hike in May, taking the OCR to broadly neutral 

settings. After that, we envisage a gradual path of 25bp OCR hikes that will take settings into restrictive levels, with 

the OCR peaking at around 3.25% in early 2023.   

The risks to our view are broadly balanced. The outlook is inherently uncertain. The medium-term inflation outlook is 

uncertain, with the risk that entrenched high inflation potentially seeing more OCR hikes.  However, moving the OCR 

more swiftly (a ‘stitch in time’ approach) reduces the need to move as much later.   

Our watchlist 

Forthcoming data will be key leading to the May MPS. There is a flurry of local events including Q1 CPI (we expect a 

7.3% annual print), Q1 labour market data (likely to show the unemployment rate below 3% to a record low), the 

RBNZ Survey of Expectations (generally higher inflation prints expected) and Budget 2022 (the fiscal stance will be 

key). There are a host of other local and global events to look at (we are still in a global pandemic after all and the war 

in Ukraine rages on. In a nutshell the major things will be looking for fall under three categories:  

• Inflation outcomes and inflation expectations. The near-term inflation outlook is troubling, but it is the (still 

uncertain) medium inflation outlook that matters. Providing the RBNZ can convince wage and price setters 

that the current period of high inflation will be fleeting, less work will be needed on the OCR.  

• Capacity metrics. These have been tight primarily in the labour market with elevated readings for 

widespread labour shortages and with the lack of labour being the key constraint on boosting activity. Easing 

border restrictions could tighten the labour market in the short-term. The key will be whether NZ’s allure as a 

safe haven and good place to live and work will entice more people back to our shores or if soaring living 

costs in NZ prove to be a significant deterrent.  

• Broader financial conditions. NZD direction and the course of wholesale interest rates and retail borrowing 

rates in the economy will have a bearing on how much more OCR hikes will be needed. 

• NZ economic activity. It is the balance of demand and supply in the economy that matters (the RBNZ 

assessment made multiple references to supply side influences), but the demand side also matters as well. 

We will be closely following sentiment measures to discern whether the higher OCR will knock the NZ 

economy off course. We believe the best contribution monetary policy can make to economy growth over 

time is to deliver low and stable inflation.  It’s good that the RBNZ agrees. 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.  We believe that the 
information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information 
available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are 
subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank 
Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any 
person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this 
document.  Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are 
subject to contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent 
or warrant that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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